18th July 2015

Isoman Race Guide

1. Welcome
Whether you’re taking part in the Full Isoman Triathlon or just doing any one part of it, welcome and thank you for
being a part of what promises to be a fantastic day of endurance.
Thank you for joining our journey, we hope that all the hard work that has gone into the build up to this race
weekend will be brought together to give you the ultimate experience. I wish everyone good luck and hope you
enjoy the race as much as we have enjoyed organising the event.
Many thanks to all those that helped so far get us to this point and all the volunteers and organisers who will be
there on the day. Without you, this day would not exist!
For the spectators amongst you, there are many spectator viewing areas around the lake and, within the expo area,
we will have plenty to do for all the family with bouncy castles and live bands as the afternoon passes into the
evening. For the competitors too, please don’t disappear after the race – come and join the party!
For those competing in the Full Isoman, you have chosen to take part in a unique event. You have chosen to test
your excellence at all three disciplines. The ultimate triathlon challenge! This event may well become legendry. And
you will be there at the beginning. Forever will your name be up there in the hall of fame of first ever Isomen. This
will be more than just a medal, more than just another t-shirt. You will be part of a very elite club.
We wish you the very best in your endeavours and hope you will pride the moment you become an Isoman forever!

Gary Jarvis
Race Director
Isoman Triathlon

My Immediate Team
Without whom none of this would be possible…

Mark Tanner

Phil Walker

Nigel Edginton

Swim Director

Bike Director

Run Director
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Race Pack Information
This document contains all the key information you will require and also your all-important race start time. If after
reading this document, you have any questions please contact us by email at info@isomantri.com
The race will be run under BTF rules except where specified in this guide:
https://www.britishtriathlon.org/britain/documents/about/rulebook_2012.pdf

Charity Fundraising

If you are not already, please consider raising money for charity. We are hoping that our competitors raise a huge
amount for our official charity Leukaemia and Lymphoma Research.

Please create your own just giving page or use ours if you prefer:
https://www.justgiving.com/Isoman

Best of luck with your fundraising!
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2. Full Event Schedule
To work out your race start time, whether you are a triathlete, duathlete, aqua biker or individual sport competitor,
simply look at the table below for your starting discipline and the distance at which you will be doing this starting
discipline. (e.g. If you are doing the full Isoman challenge then look for the 7 mile swim start, however if you are
doing the short bike ride only then look for 15.3 mile bike). If you are doing a multisport activity, your event will be
continuous with a transition.
Date

Activity

Time

Friday 17th July

Registration Open
Race Briefing*
Registration Closes

17:00
19:00
20:00

Saturday 18th July

Registration Opens**
7 mile swim Start
3.5 mile swim Start
LLR Kids Fun Run 14 - 16 yrs Start
LLR Kids Fun Run 11 - 13 yrs Start
1.75 mile swim start
LLR Kids Fun Run 9 - 10 years Start
LLR Kids Fun Run Under 9's Start
61.3 mile, 30.6 and 15.3 bike Start****
Swim Course Closes***
26.2 mile, 13.1 mile and 6.55 mile run Start*****
Party In The Park (Live Music to welcome everyone home!)
Bike Course Closes***
Run Course Closes***

05:30
07:00
09:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
12:00
12:30
15:30
17:00
18:00
23:30

*Note there will also be a less in-depth race briefing 30 minutes before the start of each Isoman event for those that
cannot attend the full race briefing on the Friday. If you have questions we advise you to come to the Friday
briefing. It is compulsory for you to attend at least one of the briefings.
**It is advised that you register at one of the sessions at least half an hour before the start of your race
***If you do not reach the end of the discipline before the course closure time, your race is over. Please make your
way back to registration and notify one of the officials.
****Note, all competitors whose first sport is cycling (i.e. duathletes and cyclists will now start at around about 12
noon), regardless of your distance. It will be a staggered start to spread you out on the road but you need to be at or
near to the starting lane by this time. You time will not be started until you cross the start line.
*****All Run only competitors will now start together at 15:30 regardless of the distance in which you are
competing.
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3. Checklist before setting out…













Photo Identification (e.g. driver’s licence, passport)
Clothing (race belt recommended)
Wetsuit
Goggles (compulsory for the swim)
Towel
Bike, Bike Helmet and Bike Insurance (if applicable)
Cycle shoes (if you have them)
Bike water bottle
Running shoes
Warm clothing for afterwards
Energy Bar/Gel (Torq on site to purchase)
BTF or Triathlon England membership card (if applicable)
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4. Travel Info
The event is conducted in and around Arrow Valley Park, South Moons Moat, Redditch, B98 0LJ, England.
*Plan to arrive (at least) 90 minutes before your start time to avoid being late for your race.*

By Road:
Take Junction 3 off the M42 heading south along the A435 towards
Redditch.
Take the A4023 exit toward Redditch/Bromsgrove.
At first roundabout take third exit to continue on Coventry
Highway/A4023.
Take next ramp left.
This will lead to a roundabout - go past the first exit and you will see a
gateway that leads you into the parking field.

By Rail:
Catch Train to Redditch Station. It will then be a 2-3 mile taxi journey to
the destination described above.

Venue Parking
Parking is available on site as shown in the following site plan.

Site Plan
Familiarise yourself with the site plan below to find the areas of the park you
require. After parking you should head for registration…
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Site entr

5. Registration
Registration will be open at the following times:
17:00 to 20:00 on Friday 17th July
05:30 to 14:30 on Saturday 18th July
We advise you to register at least ¾ of an hour before your event is due to start. There is a short 10 minute walk
to transition/start area.
Upon arrival you should:
•
•
•
•

•

Follow signs for registration from the Arrow Valley main car parks.
Remember you will require your photo ID and BTF membership card (if applicable) to collect your timing
chip.
Go to the registration desk applicable to your race number and show your photo ID.
You will receive your timing chip which will become your responsibility until you hand it back at the finish
line. Due to the costs of the technology there will be a £40 charge if you lose your timing chip once in your
possession.
Take your time to look at your race pack and sort your race numbers and bike stickers (if applicable) out
before going to rack your bike.
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6. Race Pack
You will receive your race pack from the registration tent.
In your Race Pack will be

Swim Cap (if you will be swimming): You will be given a swim cap which identifies your
wave start. The swim cap will also show your race number. Whether you are doing a triathlon,
aquabike or just a swim, your start time will be dictated by your swim which will be indicated by your
hat colour. If you think you have the wrong hat colour please tell them at registration.
Hat Colour
Yellow
White
Orange

Swim Distance
7 Miles
3.5 Miles
1.75 Miles

Start Time
07:00
09:30
10:30

Two bike numbers (if you will be cycling): stick one number to your helmet and the other
to the handlebars with the number facing forward. These should not be taken off until you remove your
bike from Transition after racing. NB: You must have your race number and match to your race number
on your bike to be able to collect your bike at the end of the race. There are 3 different types of number
each signifying the distance at which you will be cycling by having a different background colour. If you
think you have the wrong sticker colour please tell them at registration. There will only be one race
number each so we do advise a race belt. Note there are some green numbers – these are for competitors who
entered late or are doing something different.

Bike Sticker Colour

Bike Distance

Yellow
White
Orange

61.3 Miles
30.6 Miles
15.3 Miles

Start Time if
first discipline
12:00
12:00
12:00

Race number (if running or cycling): You need to wear your race number on your back during
the bike and on your front during the run. There are 3 different types of number each signifying the
distance at which you will be running by having a different background colour. If you think you have the
wrong sticker colour please tell them at registration. Note there are some green numbers – these are for
competitors who are doing a different relative distance bike and run distance. There will only be one
race number for each competitor so we advise you to attach this to a race belt if you are running and
cycling (see picture below and right showing use of race belt instead of pins).

Race Number Colour

Run Distance

Yellow
White
Orange

26.2 Miles
13.1 Miles
6.55 Miles

Start Time if
first discipline
15:30
15:30
15:30
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Timing Chip:
The timing chip is registered against your race number for the results service and will provide times for each stage of
the race if used properly.
Wrist during Swim
Note as we have an “in-water” timing gate through which you must swim, you must put the
timing chip around your wrist during the swim. It will be attached via a soft Velcro strap.
This is to ensure it triggers as you go through the gate as arms come out of the water to a
greater extent compared to legs!!!

Left Ankle during Bike/Run
During transition, you must move this to your left ankle so that it works effectively for the run and
bike.

*NB: no timing chip or incorrect use of chip = no results!*
If you have any timing queries post race day please email info@isomantri.com

Extra Sticker:
For competitors who are not cycling i.e. are either swimming or running only, then an additional sticker will be
provided for you to attach to a bag to leave in the transition area while you compete. A place in transition will be
provided for this that will be open to all competitors. Note that this sticker may in some circumstances not relate
to the “colour” coding of your race.
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7. Racking your bike
If you are competing in a multidiscipline event, make your way to the bike drop off point at the entrance to
transition to rack your bike (shown in yellow below). Make sure you follow the signs from registration and please be
aware of other competitors who may have already started competing (2nd lap runners will be using the same path so
stick to the grass if possible). Walk on the grass if necessary and please be courteous to other park users.

Transition drop off will be open at the following times:
05:30 to 12:00 on Saturday 18th July

You should aim to rack your bike at least 30 minutes before your event starts (note that race briefing is 30 minutes
before so if you haven’t done this on the Friday then you need to rack sooner!)
•
•


Put your bike helmet on before getting to the transition entrance and do it up. We need to make sure
you’re safe!
If you are a duathlete, you will be starting on your bike, but will still need to have your bike checked and to
find your transition slot. You will then go to the non swimmer cycle start lane. On completion of your ride
you will rack your bike in transition.
Transition is a high security area. Access will only be given to those competitors with a race number.

*Your approved bike helmet must be left attached to your bike when you rack it.*
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8. Race Briefings
All competitors must attend a race briefing prior to starting their race. There will be detailed race briefing held on
the Friday at 7pm. If you have questions then please attend this briefing. There will be a less in depth briefing 30
minutes before the start of each race. Race briefings will occur at the assembly area for each discipline – see details
below.

9. Race Starts
All starts will take place by or near the sailing centre, apart from the run only start which will start in the expo field at
the finish line. The first lap for multi-discipline-runners will have a slightly different beginning to it for the first 0.6
miles compared to start for the run-only-competitors because of the need to go through transition.
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10.

The Isoman Zone 3 Swim
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Before you start
Wetsuits
We will be following BTF ruling as regards to wetsuits. As all events pretty much fall into the “long” category, this means that
they are compulsory if the temperature is below 16C and not allowed above 24C. We expect the water temperature to be
around 18-20C in July. A final decision will be made on the day and water temperatures will be posted on the Isomantri.com
website leading up to the event.
Hire: If you haven’t already done so, the easiest way to hire a wetsuit for the day is to visit www.racezone3wetsuithire.co.uk.
We strongly advise you to swim in your wetsuit before the event and practice getting out of the wetsuit will help with your
transition on the day.

*Top tip: a non petroleum lubricant (e.g. baby oil) on the wrists and ankles will help.*
Please note there is NO swimming allowed in the Arrow Valley Lake except during the event.

Swim Safety
If this is your first triathlon/swim/aquabike, or swimming is not your strongest discipline, we recommend you position yourself
towards the back or the side of the wave. It may add a few seconds to your time, but it will enable you to get into your rhythm
and enjoy the swim more.

*If you do get into difficulty, lie on your back and raise your arm; a canoe lifeguard will come to you and if
necessary arrange a safety boat to take you to the water’s edge.*
Swim Strokes
Most people use front crawl or breast stroke. Back stroke is not permitted because it can be confused with someone indicating
they are in difficulty.

*Goggles are compulsory*
Water Tests
We have had various tests performed on the water in Arrow Valley Lake over the last couple of months as part of our duty of
care to ensure your safety. Tests for bacteria such as E.coli and intestinal Enterococci have always been well below the limits
advised by the Environment Agency. Algal testing has shown concentrations to be below accepted levels. The final test did
show that one particular type of algae, Aphanothece clathrata, was close to the threshold set by the Environment Agency at
which a warning of its presence is necessary. This is believed to be a non-toxic form of blue-green algae (see
http://blooms.uwcfl.org/what-are-habs/ and
http://www.water.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/548521/algal_missisquoi-bay-report-april2014.pdf). Other more
toxic varieties were tested for but found to be present only at negligible levels. Note that nearly all lakes in UK (and around the
world) have blue-green algae in them, but not all of them have the same degree of testing that we have performed!
As the levels are only at “warning” level and this particular type of algae is believed to be non-toxic, we do not believe there to
be a risk to any competitors, otherwise we would not be running the event. However, this section is written to inform all
competitors of the potential risks as there always is with any open water event so that they can make an informed decision
about taking part in this event. According to the experts, blue-green algae is not dangerous to humans but some forms can
cause stomach upsets if swallowed or ingested, or cause rashes on the skin. At registration, all competitors will be asked to
confirm in writing that in taking part in the event, they are fully aware of the small but potential risk posed by the Blue-Green
Algae.
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The Course
Swim Start
Having collected and attached your timing chip (to your wrist) and racked your bike (if appropriate) you should
arrive at Swim Assembly a minimum of 20 minutes before your wave start time or 30 minutes if you have not
previously attended a briefing. The swim will start a short walk from the registration area by the sailing centre.
Swimmers will enter and exit the water via the small concrete jetty by the sailing centre.
The swim takes place entirely within the Arrow Valley Lake at the centre of the park, just south of the registration
field.

6
5
1
7

4

2

3

All swim races will start at the start line shown on the diagram. This will also be the warm up area. Please do not
venture onto the course during your warm up as other events may already be underway. Warm up will be allowed
from 10 minutes before your event is due to start. Do not enter the water until instructed and please listen to
marshals. You will be given some important last minute tips and advice. Use this time to assess the conditions,
practise your swim technique and prepare mentally for the race.
Please give way to other competitors leaving the water.
The swim course will be marked by buoys and canoe lifeguards will be on hand to guide the wave. You should
identify tall landmarks that can keep you on course, so as to avoid weaving and swimming further than you need to!
The swim course is an anticlockwise circuit of the lake.
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At the start of the race you will swim south. Note on the first lap, you will not be going through the timing gate but
will be heading straight for the most southerly buoy (labelled 2) on the diagram above. You do not need to stay
close to the first buoy (labelled 1) after the timing gate on the first lap, but instead head straight for the second
buoy. Note if in a later wave you will be merging with swimmers who are already competing so please be mindful of
this.
Keep buoys 2 and 3 to your left. Then Buoy 4 should be kept to your right. Buoys 5 and 6
should be kept on your left. Buoys 7 should be kept on your right. Swim through the timing
gate at the end of your first lap then turn left. Turn left again at buoy 1 keeping it on your left.
The buoys will be marked with arrow signs with the arrow pointing towards the side on which
you should pass the buoy. e.g. if you need to keep to the right hand side of the buoy, as shown
in the picture, the arrow will be pointing to the right.
Laps?
One lap is 0.875 miles. See below for number of laps you need to complete.
Distance
Full (7 miles)

No of laps
8

Half (3.5 miles)

4

Quarter (1.75 miles)

2

Comment
On your eighth time of going through the timing gate this
will be the end of the swim.
On your fourth time of going through the timing gate this
will be the end of the swim.
On your second time of going through the timing gate this
will be the end of the swim.

Lap counting bands will be available on the nutrition jetty. It is not mandatory that you pick them up, but they may
help you count to 8. We suggest you only pick them up every other lap meaning you should have 4 bands on your
arm if you choose to use them and are completing the full.
In Swim Nutrition

Torq Gels/energy drink, water, bananas and coke will be available from the nutrition jetty seen in the diagram. You
are welcome to put your own nutrition on here also before the race starts – it is your responsibility to know where
you put it. Please do not go onto the jetty without the permission of the marshal.

Finish
You do not need to exit the water to trigger your swim time finish. You will effectively be “in transition” as soon as
you pass the timing gate for the last time. You then need to exit the water in your own time and either finish if you
are just swimming or continue onto transition if you are competing in the aquabike, triathlon or relay.
Note you have 7 minutes time in which to get from the swim timing gate, into transition, changed, back out on your
bike and through the bike timing gate (see transitions later in this guide, and yes we have increased it from 5
minutes published earlier).
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11.

Transition Swim to Bike (T1)

If you are partaking in a multi discipline event, you will need to go through a transition. In this year’s Isoman you will
be given a 7 minute window in which to get from the finish timing gate of your swim to the start timing gate of the
bike. If you spend longer than 7 minutes then this will be added to your overall time. Note we have increased this
from the earlier published 5 minutes as it is quite a distance from the swim gate to the bike gate. T2 will remain at 5
minutes as there is less for you to get done. You are responsible for timing your own transitions so a wrist stop
watch is advised.
Make sure you know your route through transition when switching between disciplines. Getting lost in transition can
be frustrating and potentially cost you time.
For T1, follow the blue arrows out of the water after going through the timing gate for the last time. This should lead
you into transition. Locate your bike and change into your cycling gear. Note there will be a privacy tent within
transition so if you wish to get undressed then please use this area (male and female areas provided). You will not
be able to leave kit in this area but must return it to your bike area.
Put your helmet on before touching your bike. Leave the transition area with your bike at the north end (follow the
red bike out arrow in the diagram below). You will then need to go over the timing mat to start the cycling part of
your event.
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The Isoman Bike Fit Cycle

Before you start
Your Bike
It is your duty to ensure that your bike is safe and in a roadworthy condition (bike inspection will be mandatory on
entry to transition/start lane). It is your responsibility to bring a bike that is road worthy and complies with the BTF
rules (visit www.britishtriathlon.org for more information).
A key rule is that no outside assistance is allowed. You should therefore come equipped to fix your own bike e.g.
punctures. We also recommend you have your bike serviced before race day.
You must adhere to the Highway Code at all times and obey the instructions of marshals, other race officials and the
police. It is your responsibility to navigate the course successfully (see map) and safely.
The course will be marked with arrows and there will be marshals at key locations. Key points to note:
Following cars is not allowed. Food and drink may not be handed up to competitors. Breach of this rule will lead to
disqualification.
Always cycle on the left hand side and beware of competitors overtaking you on the right. Please pay attention to
the marshals instructions at all times. The bike course can get very slippery when wet.

Bike Helmet

*A bike helmet is compulsory.*
Approved cycling safety helmets of ANSI Z90.4, SNELL B90, EN 1078 or an equivalent national standard must be worn
by competitors. (NOTE: a CE mark is NOT an approval mark).
NB: any helmet bought in recent years will comply but check for damage which would stop it protecting you
properly.
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Courses
For the 3 distances being competed for at the Isoman this year, there are 3 separate courses that overlap as seen
below. All of the courses take place in the beautiful rolling countryside of Worcestershire and Warwickshire.

NOTE THE COURSES
CHANGED ON 14/07/15
DUE TO ROAD CLOSURE.

Interactive versions can be found below. tcx/gpx can be downloaded from here also:
F: www.plotaroute.com/route/82190 H: www.plotaroute.com/route/86779 Q: www.plotaroute.com/route/86781
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All 3 courses start and finish by the sailing club car park (where transition is located). Please note you will not be
able to park here on the day. You need to park over by registration and push your bike to this point/or leave in
transition if you are doing a multidiscipline event.
Cyclists who have completed a swim already will come out of transition and start their bike within their own time.
If cycling is your first discipline you will gather at the starting lane behind transition. If you are treating the bike as a
sportive you may start in groups of five. If you are treating the bike as a time trial you must start alone (see notes on
drafting later in this guide). The start time given in this guide for cycling is a rough start time as you will be started
gradually by a marshal to space you out on the roads and keep everyone as safe as possible. Wait for the starting
marshal’s instruction before proceeding. Your race will not start until you have crossed the start timing mat. Please
mount your bike just before the timing mat.
From the start, the courses all go south around the road edging the park. At the most southerly point, the quarter
distance race splits off and goes in its own direction towards Sambourne, where it does a loop before heading back
to the park (See Orange line in diagram).
The Full and the Half will circle around to the easterly perimeter road of the park. It will then enter via a left turn off
a roundabout onto a small section of dual carriageway heading west. Once away from the town, you will exit the
dual carriageway and go through a small suburb before heading off into the rolling country side. The Half and the
Full will split apart just after Feckenham.
All turnings will be clearly sign-posted before and after the junction and some junctions will be marshalled for safety
reasons. Most turnings are left handers, but there are a few unavoidable rights. We have done our best to try keep
this minimised and in areas where there is clear visibility and it is easy to pull into the middle of the road. Note the
marshals are not able to direct traffic, but they will do their best to keep you safe and let you know where to go.
Please listen to them.
Signs
If you are doing the full follow the YELLOW directional signs

If you are doing the half, ALSO follow the YELLOW directional signs UNLESS you see a WHITE directional sign. This
sign is a “Half” Specific sign so you need to follow this one instead if you see one.
If you are doing the quarter, ALSO follow the YELLOW directional signs UNLESS you see an ORANGE directional sign.
This is a “Quarter” specific sign so you need to follow this.
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So to summarise:
Sign Colour
Yellow
White
Orange

Follow if
Doing the Full, Half or Quarter
Doing the Half
Doing the Quarter

Comment
See below for exceptions
Ignore yellow sign
Ignore yellow sign

Laps
All courses are single lap, but please pay attention to the split signs where the courses go off in different directions
Elevation

In Bike Nutrition

A nutrition stop will only be provided for the full distance riders. You will be expected to start the race with enough
food and water to keep you going for 30 miles. The full distance riders will go through one stop where they will be
able to pick up Torq energy bars/energy drink, bananas, flapjacks and water.
This stop is positioned at 30 miles at the Flyford Arms. There is a small pull in section on the side of the road in front
of the pub. Our volunteers will do their best to pass bottles out to riders, but this may not always be possible
depending on traffic. Care must be taken pulling in and out of this lay by as it is also occasionally used by buses.
Toilets and the usual refreshments are provided within the pub if you are not in any hurry to get round!
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Drafting
If you wish to compete for either the Isoman Champion or the “Best” athlete title then drafting will not be
permitted. Draft busters will be on the course to check that no one is cheating.
What is Drafting?

Taking shelter behind or beside another competitor during the cycling leg of the race.

A ‘bicycle draft zone’ is defined as a rectangle surrounding every competitor that is 3 metres wide and extends 7
metres behind the front wheel of a competitor’s bicycle.
The front edge of the front bicycle wheel will define the centre of the leading edge of the rectangle. The draft zone
of one competitor may not overlap the draft zone of another competitor. Competitors may enter the draft zone of
another competitor for the purpose of overtaking, but must be seen to be progressing through that zone. A
maximum of 15 seconds is allowed to pass through the draft zone of another competitor. If an overtaking
manoeuvre is not completed within 15 seconds the overtaking cyclist must drop back. When a competitor is passed
by other competitors, it is his/her responsibility to move out of the draft zone of the overtaking competitor. Failure
to do so may result in an official caution or time penalty. A competitor is passed when another competitor’s front
wheel is ahead of his / her front wheel.

*Motorcycle and static BTF Referees will patrol the course to enforce the no drafting rule.*
You can let us know that you wish to treat the ride as sportive and ride in groups (i.e. not race) and the draft buster
will leave you alone – we will give you an identifying sticker for your helmet. As a consequence of this, the results
list will be split up into “time trial” riders and “sportive” riders. The “sportive” riders will be shown underneath the
last “time trial” riders of the day, regardless of your time.

Personal Music Players
Personal music players are not permitted to be worn during the race and organisers reserve the right to disqualify
any cyclist breaching this rule. Cyclists must be able to hear marshals instructions.

Finish
Cyclists must dismount immediately prior to the finish line and push their bikes over the timing mat. Once over the
timing mat, this is the end of your race.
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13.

Transition Bike to Run (T2)

If you are partaking in a multi discipline event you will need to go through a transition. Once you return to Transition
after the bike phase, please make sure you return your bike to the same position it was in at the start of the race. In
Isoman this year you will be given a 5 minute window in which to get from the finish timing gate of your bike leg to
the start timing gate of your run leg. If you spend longer than 5 minutes, then this will be added to your overall
time. Make sure you know your route through Transition when switching between disciplines. Getting lost in
Transition can be frustrating and potentially cost you time.

Note that if you are starting your run from a bike transition, there will
be an initial 0.6 mile starting loop which differs from the normal lap
(as shown in orange in the adjoining image). This basically accounts
for the fact that the finish line is 0.6 miles away from transition and
this loop therefore corrects the distance on the first lap. Some of this
is on grass to try and keep separation between incoming cyclists and
runners but this is the only part of the course that is not paved. Note,
if you are a single discipline run competitor and happen to be reading
this, you will start at the expo field and not here in transition.
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The Isoman Newton Run
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Courses
The run course takes place around Arrow Valley Park on traffic free foot paths.

There are gpx and tcx files of the run course available on the isomantri.com website.
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The Run Start
Individual discipline runners will start over by the expo field. The same timing mat will be used for the start and
finish.

Multidiscipline Runners will start over by transition. And will do the extra 0.6 mile loop as described in T2 and shown
in orange on the course map above.
Over 80% of the course is within the park and is on footpaths. There are a couple of drive way crossings, one to the
Golden Goose Pub and the other to the local skate board park. All these hazard points will be marshalled, but please
be wary as some road users may not give way. All athletes will finish by exiting into the finish lane on their final lap
and crossing the timing mat. Note that the run course has been changed from that originally published on the
website – we’ve made it even better! It is now more within the park and takes in the expo/stage field on every lap.
Laps

Distance
Marathon (26.2 miles)
Half Marathon (13.1 miles)
Quarter Marathon (6.55 miles)

No of laps
4
2
1

Personal Music Players
Personal music players are not permitted to be worn during the race and organisers reserve the right to disqualify
any runners breaching this rule. Runners must be able to hear marshals instructions. In addition, some parts of the
course are narrow and runners need to be able to hear the calls of faster runners wishing to pass.
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There will be nutrition consisting of Torq energy drink, water, Torq energy gels, bananas and savoury snacks at the
main feed station which you wil pass twice every lap at 1.2 and 3.5 miles into each lap. There will also be a water
station close to the finish which the full distance runners will pass at 6.5 miles, 13 miles and 20 miles.
Please get used to re-hydrating as part of your training. Remember it is vital to drink regularly during and after
exercise (see Medical Advice).

Head Torches
If you believe you will still be running at 9:15 you must bring your own head torch as sunset is around this time and
some areas of the course are unlit. This should only really apply to full distance triathletes and duathletes. It is fine
for a spectator to give you your head torch at the water station in the expo field to save you carrying it.
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15.

General Notes

Competitors enter this event at their own risk and the organisers will not be responsible for any loss or injury that
may occur. See Waiver at end of this pack. You need to complete one of these before hand and hand in at
registration.

Rules
The race will be run under BTF rules except where specified in this guide. Please consult www.britishtriathlon.org
for further information.

Cut Off Times
The organisers reserve the right to ask any participant to curtail any leg of the event at their discretion to ensure
competitor safety and the route can be re-opened on schedule.
The swim course will close at 12:30. The bike course closes at 18:00. The run course closes at 23:30.

Specifically: All competitors must have completed their penultimate lap of the run leg by 22:30. Failure to do so may result in
the run being reduced.

The Finish
At the finish you will receive your finisher’s medal. Fruit, bars, water and a pasta meal will be available for full
distance triathletes (Extra charge for other athletes). Don’t forget to take in the atmosphere, smile for the camera
and enjoy the moment.

Removal of Equipment
Bike collection will be open:
12:00 to 23:59 on Saturday 18th July
To retrieve your bike you will need to attend the bike drop off point with your race number.

You will be able to remove your bike from Transition immediately after racing and you must remove your bike and
equipment from Transition within 1.5 hours of finishing and prior to the venue closing times. The organisers reserve
the right to remove any equipment left in transition beyond the above times.
The Support Team will check the bike number against the race number before it is released.

*Please take a few seconds to check that you have your own wetsuit, most are black and
look very similar!!!*
Dropping out
If you drop out for any reason, please report to the HQ and hand in your timing chip. Lost chips will be charged at
£40.00 each

Medical and therapy services
On The Day...
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Do not compete if you feel unwell or have just been unwell. This advice applies even if you are raising money for
charity. If you feel feverish, have been vomiting, have had diarrhoea or any chest pains DO NOT RACE! A large
number of medical emergencies occur in people who have been unwell but do not want to miss the event.
If you have any medical conditions that were not declared when entering, including asthma and allergies, please
inform the registration team. SARA will be providing medical cover within Arrow Valley Park and will be based at the
HQ. On the bike course, contact race control for assistance or, in case of emergency, call 999. Forever Living will be
providing post race sports massage in the marquee.
If the weather on Race Day is warm or humid do not try push hard at the start, take it easy and enjoy the day.
Serious heat related problems are common even in sporting events like Isoman.
Hydration – Drinking Safely
Sensible fluid intake is necessary for a triathlon. Your thirst is the best and safest guide to how much to drink. You
should start the race adequately hydrated and then drink small amounts as your thirst dictates. Avoid drinking too
much fluid before, during or after the race, as it is possible to get ill from drinking too much fluid (water OR sports
drinks).
Cups of water are available at regular intervals along the run course, although you will need to provide your own
drinks for the cycle leg. Water will also be available once you cross the finish line.

Lost property
Please report any lost property at the HQ. Isoman take no responsibility for the loss of personal property. We will
hold onto any lost property for three months after the race. If you have lost an item of your property please email us
at info@isomantri.co.uk

Personal Liability
Note that as with any event, you are liable for anything that happens that is subsequently proved to be your fault.
For all triathletes, aquabikers and duathletes competing you will be covered against personal liability either via your
BTF annual membership or by the day license which you must purchase (£5 at registration if you cannot provide your
membership card). BTF are also able to cover any single discipline swimmers competing (via a day license available
for £2 at registration). Day licenses for relay members are available for £3 each member. Unfortunately BTF are
unable to cover single discipline runners or cyclists (who are not competing in a relay) so you must ensure that you
have relevant cover in place.
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16.

Results

Times will be available on a screen near the finish. The full results will be posted on the Isoman website by 25 th July.

Prizes and presentation
Isoman Champion
The first male and female winners of the full will be crowned this year’s Isoman champions. Awards ceremony will
take place at 5:30 pm, just before the bands start on the main stage.
Best Athlete
Regardless of whether you are a swimmer, cyclist or runner the best athlete of the day will receive a prize for each of
the three disciplines. Awards ceremony will take place at 7:00 pm
Most Equal Athlete
For any athlete competing in the full and half distance we have a great prize of a 7 day holiday and 50% off a 7 day
holiday with Tri-topia. This athlete will be the one whose times over the three disciplines is most equal. Awards
ceremony will take place as early as possible, but this could be the end of the evening for obvious reasons!
Swim Champion
The overall swim champion at each distance will receive a prize from our swim sponsor Zone 3. This is open to all
athletes who complete a swim leg regardless of whether you’ve also done a bike and run.
Bike Champion
The overall bike champion at each distance will receive a prize from our bike sponsor Bike-fit.co.uk at Bridgtown
Cycles. This is open to all athletes who complete a bike leg regardless of whether you’ve also done a swim and run.
Additionally Bike-fit will be giving away 2 full TT Bike-fits (worth £240 each) to the two athletes who need it most.
Mike will be watching out to see how you ride to decide who “wins” this particular prize.
Run Champion
The overall run champion at each distance will receive a prize from our run sponsor Newton. This is open to all
athletes who complete a run leg regardless of whether you’ve also done a swim and bike.

Completion of the Full Isoman
Completing the Isoman itself is prize enough for most. But for anyone completing the full distance we will be
presenting your medal on the stage. We will group you together as you finish and get you up on stage in groups
every half hour or so. Full details will be given when you finish!
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Disqualification and Penalties
*The race is governed by BTF rules and regulations. Ensure you read and are familiar with
them*
Visit www.britishtriathlon.org for all rules and regulations. You must rack your bike and cycle helmet in the same
position of the bike rack row as allocated at the start of the race.
No cycling is allowed in the Transition area at any time. There will be clearly marked mount and dismount lines at
‘Bike Out’ and ‘Bike In’.
You must secure your helmet strap before removing your bike from the rack and it must not be undone until your
bike is replaced on the rack after finishing the cycle section. You will be given a 2 minute time penalty if you do not
comply with this rule.
No headphones are allowed during any phase of the race and will result in either a penalty or disqualification.
Nudity is not permitted, including within the Transition area. There will be BTF Referees in Transition to monitor all
competitors.
Abuse of any Race Official or Marshal will result in immediate disqualification and the organisers reserve the right to
ban participants deemed to be guilty of such behaviour from their events for life.
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17.

Team Relay

If you are competing in a Team Relay, only one person from your team needs to register. Note however that all
team members will need either a BTF day license (obtained from registration) or provide their BTF membership card.

Team Relay Race Rules
Chip Collection: complete and bring the enclosed team registration form to Chip Collection when you collect your
timing chip. The timing chip acts like a relay baton and must be transferred to the next person after each phase.
The relay will operate similar to the triathlon in that a 7/5 minute window of transition will be given.
Swim: the swimmer must wear the timing chip on their wrist. When they exit the water, they make their way to the
transition area, where they pass their timing chip on to the cyclist in the team.
Bike: the cyclist must wear the race number on the back of their vest and have the stickers correctly attached to
their bike and helmet. The cyclist must wait at their bike, which must be racked until they have been tagged by the
swimmer and secured the chip to their left ankle. Once tagged, they must securely fasten their helmet and only then
should they remove their bike from the rack. Upon returning to transition cyclists must first rack their bike, then
remove their helmet and only then tag their team mate.
Run: the runner must wear the race number on the front of their vest and must attach the chip to their left ankle
and only then begin the run section.
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18.

LLR Kids Fun Runs

These will take place in the morning whilst the swim is taking place. All proceeds will be going towards LLR. There
will be a short 5 minutes briefing before each race starts.
Date

Activity

Time

Saturday 18th July

LLR Kids Fun Run 14- 16 yrs 5km Start
LLR Kids Fun Run 11-13 yrs 3km Start
LLR Kids Fun Run 9-10 years 0.8km Start
LLR Kids Fun Run Under 9's 0.4km Start

Courses
Under 9’s – single lap 0.4 km
9-10 – two laps 0.8 km
Clockwise

11-13 – single lap 3km
14-16 – two laps 5km
Anticlockwise around the lake
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And Finally…

Photographs
Official photographers will be at the event - so remember to smile!
Note, this photography may be used for the purpose of advertising and marketing of the event.
Visit our website after the event for confirmed transmission times as this time may change after going to print.
Photographs will be available for purchase online at www.isomantri.com

Official Merchandise
We have a fantastic range of limited edition Isoman Official merchandise. The range includes 2015 event t-shirts. The
full range is available at the official merchandise stand and also online via our website.

Spectator Information
There are a variety of locations which are
ideal for your friends and family to watch
you race. See areas in attached map for
examples.
Spectators are reminded to respect the
safety of the competitors and are urged to
always be aware of the race going on around
them.
Full course cyclists will be stopping at the
Flyford Arms which is also a good place to
watch the competitors go past. Note this
opens to the public from 12 noon.

Toilets
There are toilet facilities available around
the Transition area and in the expo/finish
area. You can access these once every lap
on the run course. There will be toilets out
on the bike course at the feed station
(Flyford Arms Pub) for the full distance
cyclists.

Volunteers
We need lots of volunteers (our ‘Support
Team’) - to help make this a great event. If
any of your friends or family are interested
in being part of this major sporting event,
visit www.isomantri.com for more
information.
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20.

Notes from Our Main Sponsors

Zone3 is the currently the number one triathlon brand in UK and one of the fastest growing worldwide. It has quickly become
one of the most exciting and successful brands on the market thanks to its high performance products which year on year have
achieved the best industry reviews based on speed, comfort, price point and innovation.
The range which includes wetsuits, tri suits and accessories was launched in 2009 after years of research and development by
elite athletes at Loughborough University; one of Europe's leading sports research facilities.
The brand was started by elite athlete James Lock in 2007 to support his triathlon career. With an in depth knowledge of the
triathlon world, James looked to design a range of products that would not only sell and fund the costs of competing
internationally, but also products that would increase his performance. Ultimately, Zone3 was a company built with the athlete
in mind right from the very start.
The product has always come first for Zone3. Nothing is more important than making sure that each product is as good as it can
be. Zone3 don’t only use sports technology and lab testing but, more importantly, have conducted 1000's of real life testing
sessions and carefully listen to their customers feedback to further improve the range.
At Isoman, Zone 3 will be supporting the swim hats and some of the prizes.

During a Bike-fit our consultants analyse pedal action, foot stability, rider asymmetry, and rider interaction with both the saddle
and handlebars.
We help each rider understand their interaction with the bike better and also advise them on where they can find improvements
from off the bike activity – conditioning, stretching and core work.
At Isoman, Bike-Fit will be supporting the drinks bottles and some of the prizes.

Headquartered in Boulder, Colorado, the Newton brand is dedicated to providing the best shoes for every level of intensity. Its
socially conscious claims are backed by the prestigious B Corp certification. Eye-catching designs for runners at any level. Don’t
miss the ‘Gravity’ shoes! At Isoman, Newton will be supporting the goodie bags for the end of the race and some of the prizes.

TORQ have developed a range of performance nutrition products, including their prominent range of Energy Bars and Drinks,
through a need to offer the highest standard of support to the athletes they work with. They critically analyse every product on
the market and take on board their best features – and then improve upon them – every little detail - without compromise.
Torq nutrition products will be found on the swim, bike and run at the Isoman.
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Event Registration, Release & Waiver of Liability, Assumption of Risk and Indemnity
Agreement
For participation in: Isoman Triathlon 2015, Redditch (included related programs and/or events) (hereinafter, the event)
Please read this document carefully before signing. This document has legal consequences and will affect your legal right,
and will limit or eliminate your ability to bring future legal actions. I understand and acknowledge that by signing below, I
am legally agreeing to the terms and rules for the event.
Terms
 I understand that I take part in the event at my own risk and of my own free will. I understand that whilst the
course has been made as safe as possible, this event is not without risk and that the events require varying
degrees of Physical excursion.
 We would like you to be fully aware of the small but potential risk posed by the Blue-Green Algae. Nearly all
lakes in UK (And around the world) have blue-green algae in them, but not all of them have the same degree of
testing that we have. The Isoman organisation team have contract a water safety organisation over the 8 month
leading up to the event to monitor the water for quality and safety. Swimming in open water holds a number of
risks and the Isoman team will give you all the details required to allow you to understand the risks on the event
day. However the athlete participates in Isoman including swimming in open water at their own risk.
 I confirm that I do not know of any medical reason why I cannot participate in the event and that I have prepared
accordingly. I understand that if in doubt about my health or have a medical condition that could be affected by
exercise (other than what I have already stated), particularly a heart condition; I should obtain my doctors
approval before participation.
 I confirm I am over 18 years of age.
 I understand that the organisers may take photographs or video footage of me taking part in the event and permit
them to use the images and film for promotional purposes.
 I confirm that my details may be passed on to relevant 3rd parties (Such as Severn Area Rescue SARA, Hospital etc)
in the event of illness or injury occurring.
 If I am unable to complete any section of the events, I will be given a DNF and MUST report to a race official with
my timing chip. (Replacement chip costs £40)
Rules
I confirm I will abide by the following rules. Should I not, I will be penalised or disqualified from the event by the race
Referee.
Foul and abusive language is not permitted and the failure to obey a marshal, police or Referee will lead to
disqualification. Marshals are usually volunteers to help with running of the events, and I will respect them and thank
them for their efforts.
All race briefings are mandatory. Failure to attend will lead to my disqualification.
Cut off times are in place for my own safety. If I refuse to be picked up by the safety vehicle when the cut offs are
enforced, I am no longer the responsibility of the events team and will carry on unsupervised at my own risk.
I understand that the cycle section takes place on open road and that I have to obey the Highway Code at ALL times.
Cyclists are also not permitted to ride any more than 2 abreast on the roads at any time.

Please bring this form back signed along with your photo ID with you to Registration. Failure to
hand this document in at registration, will mean you cannot race.

PRINT FULL NAME ________________________________
ADDRESS________________________________________
SIGNED__________________________________________
DATE ___________________________________________
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